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Heavy ion collisions 

Hard	probes	(pT,M>>ΛQCD=200	MeV)		
Jet	queching		
Heavy	quarks	(tagged	b-jets)		.……		
	

SoT	probes		(pT~ΛQCD=200	MeV)	 
CollecVve	flow……		
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Hydrodynamic vs transport 
Hydrodynamics	has	been	very	successful		
for	global	observables,	especially	flow	vn	

Heinz,	BES	Workshop	at	LBNL	2014	
	using	viscous	hydrodynamics.	

Transport	model	can	also		
describe	flow	vn	:	
degree	of	equilibra.on	is		
controlled	by	cross	sec.on	σ	

( )B. Zhang et al.rPhysics Letters B 455 1999 45–4846

idealization we assume a uniform rapidity distribu-
tion from y5 to q5 and take a momentum distribu-
tion given by a local thermal one at a temperature of
500 MeV. Furthermore, produced particles are taken
to be formed on a hyperbola in the t-z plane, with z
the beam direction and x-z plane the reaction plane,
using a formation proper time t s0.2 fm.0
At RHIC energies, the initial minijet system is

dominated by gluons. Their subsequent time evolu-
tion can be described by the parton cascade model
ZPC. In this model, only gluon-gluon elastic scatter-
ing has been included, with a cross section

ds 9pa 2 m2 1g s 1q .2ž / 2d t 2 s tymŽ .
In the above, the strong interaction coupling constant
a is taken to be 0.47, and m is an effective screen-
ing mass responsible for regulating the divergent
leading-order cross section. We vary m to study the
dependence of the elliptic flow on s .g
The elliptic flow of partons is characterized by the

second Fourier coefficient Õ in their momentum2
distribution, i.e.,

1 dN
sÕ q2Õ cos f q2Õ cos 2f q PPP .Ž . Ž .0 1 2N df

1Ž .

Alternatively, it can be characterized by ÕX in the2
expansion of their transverse energy distribution,

1 dET X XsÕ q2Õ cos fŽ .0 1² :E dfT

q2ÕX cos 2f q PPP . 2Ž . Ž .2

Numerically, Õ is measured by averaging2

p2yp2x ycos 2f sŽ . 2 2p qpx y

over partons, i.e., it is the single particle average of
squared transverse momentum asymmetry. Similarly,
ÕX is measured by the E weighted single particle2 T

Ž .average of cos 2f . In general, the two azimuthal
distributions do not have to be the same, and the two
coefficients Õ and ÕX are thus not necessarily equal2 2
w x12 . We will later give an example in which they
develop different values.

The elliptic flow arises due to multiple collisions
as long as the initial transverse spatial distribution is
azimuthally asymmetric. For fixed impact parame-
ters, its value reflects the strength of interactions
Ž .s . For fixed s its value depends on the spatialg g

Žasymmetry as a function of the impact parameter or
.multiplicity .

In Fig. 1, we first show results for fixed impact
parameter bs7.5 fm. The time evolution of Õ for2
different values of the gluon-gluon scattering cross
section is shown. Note that all asymptotic values are
reached very early, t-2 fmrc, well before the
hadronization transition. For interaction length
'srp larger than the mean free path, the numerical

w xmethod of particle partition 13 has been used in
order to obtain stable solutions of the Boltzmann
equation. For the typical cross section between glu-
ons, 3 mb, the final Õ after the partonic stage is2
around 0.1 which is quite ‘‘large’’ and easily de-
tectable. Since the screening mass, or equivalently,
the effective parton scattering cross section is uncer-
tain we study its effect on the elliptical flow by using
different values for the cross section, i.e., 1 mb and
10 mb. We see that Õ is rather sensitive to the cross2
section and increases with increasing parton scatter-
ing cross section. However, with finite parton scat-
tering cross sections, values for Õ are smaller than2
that in the ideal hydrodynamic limit, which is around

w x0.2 8 . This demonstrates that very large dissipative
corrections are at work since in the ideal fluid limit

Fig. 1. Time evolution of Õ coefficient for different effective2 'parton scattering cross sections in Au-Au collisions at ss200
AGeV with impact parameter 7.5 fm. Filled circles are cascade
data, and dotted lines are hyperbolic tangent fits to the data.

Zhang,	Gyulassy	and	Ko,	PLB	(1999)	
	using	elasVc	parton	transport.	
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A+B

Final particle spectra

HadronizaVon	(Quark	Coalescence)	

ZPC (parton cascade)

HIJING1.0:
minijet partons (hard),    excited strings (soft),  spectator nucleons 

Extended ART (hadron cascade)

Structure of AMPT (String Melting version) 
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AMPT	describes	low-pt	(<2GeV/c)	π	&	K	data	on	
dN/dy,	pT	spectra	&	v2	in	central	&	mid-central	
events	of	200AGeV	Au+Au	&	2760AGeV	Pb+Pb.	

A Multi-Phase Transport (AMPT) model describes data

v2	of	π	&	K	(AuAu@200AGeV	b=7.3fm)	
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FIG. 1: The transverse momentum dependence of the elliptic, v2, and triangular, v3, flow coefficients in p+Pb (upper panel) and
Pb+Pb collisions (lower panel) as obtained in the AMPT model (open symbols) with the string melting mechanism. Different
centrality classes are defined by the number of produced charged particles, Ntrack, measured in |η| < 2.4 and pT > 0.4 GeV/c.
The CMS data are denoted by the full points.
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FIG. 2: The CMS data (full points) vs the AMPT model (open symbols) with the string melting mechanism for the integrated
elliptic, v2, and triangular, v3, flow coefficients in p+Pb (left) and Pb+Pb (right) collisions as a function of the number of
produced charged particles, Ntrack, measured in |η| < 2.4 and pT > 0.4 GeV/c.

and antiquarks which undergo elastic scatterings (in con-
trast to the default model, where only partons from
minijets interact) with a partonic cross-section which is
controlled by the strong coupling constant and the De-
bye screening mass. Subsequently a simple coalescence
model is employed to form hadrons which further un-
dergo hadronic scatterings. The detailed description of
the AMPT model can be found in Ref. [2]. The AMPT
model provides a consistent framework to understand
many phenomena in p+p, p+A and A+A collisions. In
particular, different orders of harmonic coefficients have
been well reproduced in Au+Au collisions at the top
RHIC energy [37] and Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC en-
ergy [38], which indicates that in A+A interactions, the
initial spacial asymmetry is transformed into the final

momentum anisotropy via the incoherent parton scatter-
ings [39].

In our previous study, the long-range two-particle az-
imuthal correlations have been observed in p+p and
p+Pb collisions at the LHC energies with a modest
parton-parton cross-section of σ = 1.5−3 mb [1]. There-
fore, it is important to check if the flow coefficients vn
extracted from the long-range two-particle azimuthal cor-
relation function are comparable with the data. In this
work we simulate p+Pb collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV and

peripheral Pb+Pb collisions (50 − 100%) at
√
s = 2.76

TeV with the parton-parton cross-section of 3 mb, being
consistent with our previous study.

In Fig. 1 we present the elliptic and triangular Fourier
coefficients from the long-range two-particle azimuthal

Bzdak	and	Ma,		
Phys.Rev.Leo.	113	(2014)	25,	252301	
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Z.-W.Lin,PRC90	(2014)	1,	014904 

CollecVvity	in	small	colliding	systems	



•  Partons	freeze	out	with	large	
posiVve	v2,	even	for	partons	
that	do	not	interact	at	all.	

•  This	is	due	to	larger	escape	
probability	along	x	than	y	
induced	by	parton	scaoerings.	

•  Remaining	partons	start	off	
with	negaVve	v2,	and	become	
∼isotropic	(v2∼0)	aTer	one	
more	collision.	

•  Process	repeats	itself.	
•  Similar	for	v3.		
•  Similar	for	d+Au	collisions.	

7	
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L.	He,	T.	Edmonds,	Z.-W.	Lin,	
	F.	Liu,	D.	Molnar,	F.Q.	Wang,  
Phys. Lett. B 735,506(2016)		

Parton azimuthal anisotropies developed in AMPT 

Ncoll:	number	of	collisions	suffered	by	a	parton.	



Simplified	picture	of	ellipVc	flow	
At	 	Ncoll=0:	
Escaped:	v2	≈	4.5%,	

	purely	due	to	
anisotropic	escape	probability	
(interacVon-induced	response	
	to	geometrical	shape)	

At	 	Ncoll>=1:	
Escaped:	v2>0	

	due	to	
anisotropic	escape	probability	
&	from	hydrodynamic	flow	of	all	
acVve	partons	

Which	part		
is	more	important?	

Anisotropic particle escape 
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Majority	anisotropy	from	escape	at	RHIC	

4
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FIG. 4: Parton v
2

as a function of the number of collisions N
coll

in (a) Au+Au and (b) d+Au collisions. Both the normal
(thick curves) and the azimuth-randomized (thin curves) AMPT results are shown. The solid curves are for all(active) partons
after su↵ering N

coll

collisions, and the dashed curves are for freezeout partons.

times but rather a convolution over di↵erent times. We
have also studied results as a function of time instead of
N

coll

, and our qualitative conclusions remain unchanged.
Discussions. The unique finding of our study is that

partons escape from the overlap volume, and due to the
anisotropic escape probability those escaped (freezeout)
partons possess positive vn, even without interactions.
This escape mechanism contributes to the majority of
the final anisotropic flow. Our study indicates that the
escape mechanism is at work at both high and low p?;
there appears to be no fundamental di↵erence in the vn
development of high- and low-p? partons.

The correlations between space and momentum of
freezeout partons are largely due to the escape mecha-
nism. This mimics “surface emission,” [21] which selects
partons to freeze out from a pool of active partons de-
pending on the parton’s momentum and position. It thus
creates a space-momentum correlation which is not a re-
sult of collective flow. It is important here to distinguish
between space-momentum correlation and collective flow,
where the latter means a collective motion that is gener-
ated by interactions so that particles acquire additional
energy stored in their common motion (e.g. particles in
nearly local thermal equilibrium moving on top of a com-
mon velocity field).

Figure 4 shows that the traditional picture of low p?
particles accumulating vn after multiple collisions plays
only a minor role for the final vn. There is indeed a fi-
nite collective flow in AMPT, as shown by the thick solid
curve in Fig. 3. This radial flow is presumably generated
by hydrodynamic-type interactions and pressure gradi-
ents. The azimuthal modulation of this radial flow is the
anisotropic flow vn of active partons, as shown in the
solid thick curves in Figs. 2 and 4. It is the vn of these
active partons that is the most relevant for the standard
hydrodynamic flow description, or the collective proper-
ties of the sQGP.

Hydrodynamics have been used successfully to describe
heavy ion collisions [2]. Hydrodynamic evolution and ex-
pansion are pressure driven, and anisotropy stems from
this expansion. Hydrodynamic evolution is typically
stopped in a calculation when the local energy density
reaches a given temperature. Particle production is then
modeled by the Cooper-Frye formalism. Thus the escape
mechanism shown in this transport study is not obvi-
ously present in hydrodynamics. On the other hand, a
parton transport with large enough cross sections should
approach hydrodynamic behavior. Therefore it is worth-
while to examine the possible role of the escape mecha-
nism in the hydrodynamics framework. Previous studies
have shown that continuous particle emission instead of
sudden freezeout in hydrodynamics can have important
implications for pion interferometry [22].
Since AMPT describes the bulk experimental data

well [10], it is also worthwhile to investigate how to iden-
tify the possible escape mechanism in the experimental
data. One discriminator would be radial flow: collec-
tivity generates extra p? but a simple space-momentum
correlation from the escape mechanism does not.
It is generally accepted that anisotropic expansion

would quickly diminish the anisotropy in the overlap ge-
ometry and hence in the pressure gradient. One would
thus expect that anisotropic flow is sensitive mainly to
the early stage of the collision and thermalization must
happen early and quickly [4]. Our AMPT study indi-
cates that anisotropic flow of active partons continues to
build up and the anisotropy of freezeout partons does not
decrease much with N

coll

, presumably due to the small-
ness of the anisotropic flow (of active partons) that is
not su�cient to quickly diminish the spatial anisotropy.
Therefore anisotropic flow is generated throughout the
entire system evolution and fast thermalization may not
be needed.
In summary, we have studied the development of

v2	from	Random	Test(destroy	hydrodynamic	flow	but	keep	the	anisotropic	shape):	
purely	from	escape	mechanism,	not	from	hydrodynamic	flow		

Normal	AMPT	
ϕ	randomized	
Normal	AMPT	

ϕ	randomized	

AMPT	results	on	integrated	v2:	
	 	 	Normal	 	ϕ	randomized	 	%	from	escape	

		Au+Au 	 	3.9%	 	2.7%	 	 											69%	
		d+Au 	 	2.7%	 	2.5%	 	 											93%	

L.	He,	T.	Edmonds,	Z.-W.	Lin,	
	F.	Liu,	D.	Molnar,	F.Q.	Wang,  
Phys. Lett. B 735,506(2016)		
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Majority	of	anisotropy	comes	from	the	“escape	mechanism”.	The	contribuVon	to	
anisotropy	from	hydrodynamic	flow	is	found	to	be	small	
	



Azimuthal	anisotropies	of	different	flavours	
We	now	use	string	melVng	AMPT	to	analyze		light	(u/d),	strange,	charm	quarks		in	p+Pb@5TeV,	
Au+Au@200GeV,	Pb+Pb@2.76TeV.				

collN
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|<1η| Normal

freezeout partons -u(d)
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freezeout partons -s
all(active)partons-s
freezeout partons -charm
all(active)partons-charm

Mass	ordering	in	v2(Ncoll):	
v2c	<	v2s	<	v2ud		 	at	small	Ncoll;	
v2c	>	v2s	>	v2ud	 	at	large	Ncoll.	

Mass	ordering	in	v2(PT):	
•  mass	ordering	at	low	PT:	
							v2c	<	v2s	<	v2ud.	

Hanlin	Li	et	al.	PRC	93	(2016);	PRC	96	(2017).	

10 Does	the	escape	mechanism	work	differently	for	v2	of	different	flavours?	
QuesVon:	

Hanlin	Li,	ZWL,	Fuqiang	Wang,	in	preparaVon.	



Pb+Pb	
2.76TeV	
8fm	

1	,	Escape	mechanism	at	work	for	charm	v2	as	well	as	(u,d,s)	quark.	
2,		Hydro-dynamics	type	flow	seems	to	have	more	contribuVon	to	charm	v2	than	
light	quarks.	

The escape mechanism: flavour dependence 
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.	Esha,	Md.	Nasim	&	Huang,	JPG44	(2017);		
Greco’s	talk	at	QM2017.	



Pb+Pb	
2.76TeV	
8fm	

p+Pb	
5TeV	
b=0fm	

u/d	 	 	 																					s 	 	 	 														c	

The escape mechanism: flavour dependence 

collN
0 5 10 15 20

2v

0.05−

0

0.05

0.1
Au+Au 200 GeV

light quarks |<1η|

freezeout partons -Normal
all(active)partons-Normal
freezeout partons -Rndm
all(active)partons-Rndm

Au+Au	
200GeV	
6.6-8.1fm	

Quarks	v2	as	funcVon	of	Ncoll	and	significantly	depends	on	mass	and	collisions	system. 



q	

Q	

System	size/energy	
	

			Less	from	escape	mechanism/		
more	from	hydrodynamics		
type	flow.	

 
 

	 pPb	
b=0fm	

AuAu	
b=6.6-8.1fm	

PbPb	
b=8fm	

light	 <Ncoll>=	2.02	
<v2>Rndm=	2.392%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=	3.279%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm
=72.9%	

<Ncoll>=	4.5	
<v2>Rndm=	2.931%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=	4.468%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=65.6%	

<Ncoll>=	9.82	
<v2>Rndm=	3.214%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=7.562%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=42.5%	

s-quark	 <Ncoll>=	2.54	
<v2>Rndm=1.894%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=3.203%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=59.1%	

<Ncoll>=	5.45	
<v2>Rndm=	2.266%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=	4.784%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=47.4%	

<Ncoll>=	11.14	
<v2>Rndm=	2.23%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=	8.424%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=26.5%	

c-quark	 <Ncoll>=	4.23	
<v2>Rndm=1.214%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=2.139%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=56.8%	

<Ncoll>=	8.6	
<v2>Rndm=0.8455%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=3.885%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=22%	

<Ncoll>=	15.48	
<v2>Rndm=0.6724%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=7.923%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=8.5%	

QuesVons:	
1.	Where	does	charm	hydro-dynamics	type	v2	come	from	?	
2.	Why	charm	v2	is	more	hydro-dynamics	?		
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The escape mechanism: flavour dependence 



Random-ϕ	for	u/d/s	quarks	only	
(Normal	charm:	charm	quarks	keep	their	hydrodyanmic	flow)	
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The escape mechanism: flavour dependence 

large	reducVon	of	charm	v2	(like	all-flavour	random-ϕ	test) 
light	quark	hydrodynamic	flow	is	essenVal	for	charm	v2.	

Random	light	/Normal	charm: 
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Mass	ordering	on		
the	mean	parton	deflecVon	angle:	
	
	
it	is	more	difficult	to	deflect	a	heavier	quark,	
				so	light	quark	flow		
				&	strong	light-charm	interacVons		
are	essenVal	to	generate	significant	charm	v2.	
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The deflection angle 

Δφ _ c < Δφ _ s < Δφ _u(d )



Simple	MC	toy	model: Simple	MC	toy	model: Simple	MC	toy	model: Simple	MC	toy	model: 

Toy Model studies 

•  Takes	more	scaoerings	for	heavier	mass	to	change	direcVons.	Study	effect	on	v2	vs.	<Ncoll>.	
•  Sampling	partons	starVng	at	(x=0,y=0)	traversing	same	shape	medium	of	different	sizes.		
 

v2	vs.	<Ncoll>：	
Sampling	partons	starVng	at	(x=0,y=0)	and	traversing	same	shape	medium	of	different	sizes.		

The initial v2 = 0

The parton’s azimuth       after <Ncoll> collisions. φ f

φ f = φi +Gaus( Ncoll (φi ) ⋅ Δθ )

Ncoll (φi ) = <Ncoll> ⋅ (1− 2ε2 ⋅cos(2φi ))

Δθ is the parton’s average  azimuthal  
deflection after each collision. 

v2_ final = <cos(2φ f )> The final 

With	small	Ncoll,	light	quark	v2	is	larger	than	charm	v2.		With	large	Ncoll,	it	is	the	opposite.	
This	is	because	the	light	quarks	are	more	randomized	aTer	many	collisions	due	to	the	
large	angle	change	per	collision.	 
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Simple MC toy model: 



Summary 
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1.The	common	escape	mechanism	at	work	for	both	charm	and	light				
					quark	v2.		
	
2.	Light	quark	flow	and	strong	charm-light	interacVons	are	essenVal	
				for	large	charm	v2.	
	
3.	The	charm	v2	is	found	be	much	more	sensiVve	to	hydrodynamic		
					flow	than	light	quark	v2.	
	
 
 
 

	
4.	ComparaVve	study	of	light	and	heavy	quark	anisotropies	is	important		
				to	invesVgate	the	medium	properVes	in	heavy	ion	collisions.	



Thank you! 
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Back up 
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Azimuthal anisotropies 

y 

x 

coordinate space •  Coordinate space configuration anisotropic (almond 
shape) however, initial momentum distribution 
isotropic (spherically symmetric)  

•  Only interactions among constituents generate a 
pressure gradient, which transforms the initial 
coordinate space anisotropy into a momentum space 
anisotropy (no analogy in pp) 

•  Multiple interactions lead to thermalization -> limiting 
behavior ideal hydrodynamic flow 

py 

px 

Momentum space 

E d
3N
d 3p

=
1
2π

d 2N
ptdptdy

1+ 2vn cos n φ −Ψr( )( )
n=1

∞

∑
⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

vn = cos n φ −Ψr( )( ), φ = tan−1(
py
px
)


